We investigate the semiclassical kinetic energy density functional zip] for deformed nuclear shapes. Using Strutinsky-averaged quantities as reference, we demonstrate that the functional zip] is able to reproduce the averaged kinetic energies very accurately, even at very large deformations.
I. Introduction
The use of semiclassical methods in calculations of nuclear bulk properties like binding and deformation energies, density distributions and radii [1] or high lying collective excitations [2, 3] have recently gained a renewed interest. Model Hartree-Fock calculations using Strutinsky-smoothed densities [4] have, in fact, given us a strong motivation for the treatment of the static selfconsistent nuclear problem in a semiclassical approximation; shell effects may be added perturbatively when the selfconsistency is reached for the average nuclear densities and potentials. Effective nucleon-nucleon interactions of the Skyrme type [5] are especially well suited for semiclassical calculations: for these, the nuclear binding energy in the Hartree-Fock approximation can be expressed directly in terms of the local spatial and kinetic energy densities p(r) and v(r), respectively. The latter is usually defined as N(Z) r(r)= ~ IV g'i(r)l 2 (1) i 1 in terms of the (neutron or proton) single particle wave functions ~i(r). With the help of an explicit functional z[-p] expressing the kinetic energy density in terms of the spatial density, the total nuclear binding energy is then given entirely by the densities p,(r) and pp(r) and their gradients. A variational calculation can thus be performed to determine the * Permanent address: C.E.N. Grenoble, D.R.F., B.P. 85 Centre de Tri, F-38041 Grenoble Cedex, France best densities p,(r) and pl,(r). Although Hohenberg and Kohn [6] proved the basic existence of a universal functional zip], there is little hope that a simple form of ~[p] will be sufficient in this procedure to lead to the exact (Hartree-Fock) energy.
However, when dealing with average densities and binding energies only, thus ignoring shell effects, good results were obtained for spherical nuclei [1] with the semiclassical functional zip] as obtained within the framework of the extended Thomas-Fermi (ETF) model [7, 8] . (We do not discuss here older versions of the so-called energy density formalism [9] with or without Weizs~cker correction, in which errors in the kinetic energy were renormalized together with uncertainties in the potential nuclear energy with the help of adjustable phenomenological parameters.) It is the aim of the present paper to demonstrate that the ETF density functional ~[p] can be applied to deformed nuclear shapes as well as to spherical ones. Before we do so, let us briefly recall some essential features of the ETF model and the derivation of the corresponding semiclassical functional r [p] .
II. The Semiclassical Functional z [p]
In the ETF model for independent Fermions moving in a given (e.g. Hartree-Fock) potential V(r), semiclassical corrections to the familiar TF expressions for the densities Pxv(r) and rvv(r) are obtained by 0340-2193/80/0297/0247/$02.00 means of an expansion in powers ofh (see e.g., [7, 81): PETv=PTF+p2+p4+...; TETF=TTF+V2+V4+... (2) here the indices 2 and 4 denote the order of h in the corresponding terms. The densities (2) are only defined in the classically allowed region; they both diverge at the turning point due to the semiclassical corrections. Nevertheless, integrated quantities such as particle number and potential or kinetic energy are well defined. Furthermore, the total ETF energies obtained for various types of nuclear potentials converge within ~1 MeV if terms up to order h ~ are retained; their values also agree with the Strutinskyaveraged energies within <1-2 MeV in all cases [8, 11] (see also below). An explicit expression for the functional r [Pl is now easily obtained by algebraic elimination of the potential V(r) and its derivatives from the explicit expressions for ZET v and PETF (2) . The result, which holds for any local potential V(r), is [7, 8] 
where the indices again show the order of h up to which TET F and PETF have been calculated. The individual terms read
The term ZTF [P ] gives, of course, the well known TF relation between z and p which is exact for an infinitely extended Fermion system. The first term in r2[p] is the so-called Weizs~icker term, however 9 times smaller than the original inhomogeneity correction by Weizs~icker [12] . In calculating the total kinetic energy from Eqs. (3, 4) , i.e., by integrating zip(r)1 over the whole space, the Laplacian in rz [p] does not contribute; similarly after partial integration of r4 [p] , only three terms remain, containing no higher than second derivatives of p(r): (5) (Note that (3)-(5) hold separately for each kind of nucleons !)
Concerning the validity of this functional, the following remarks are relevant: (3)- (5) have been derived from a semiclassical model; therefore the functional can only be expected to reproduce average kinetic energies using average density distributions. There is no reason to expect (5) to give the exact kinetic energy when the exact quantum-mechanical density p(r) is used.
1) Equations
2) The coefficients in (4) are uniquely given and independent of the potential V(r) as long as it is local (see point 7 below); there exists no adjustable parameter.
3) In applications to realistic finite systems, the functional cannot be extended beyond the term ~ [p]. In fact, the straightforward continuation including terms proportional to h 6 in rETV(r) and PETF(r) would lead to a term which goes asymptotically like p-1/3(0 and thus diverges when the density falls exponentially to zero. Thus, (3, 4) have to be considered as an asymptotic expansion of the true functional z[p], which must be truncated after the term z 4[p1. This is typical for semiclassical expansions and thus consistent with the nature of the underlying ETF model.
4)
A priori, the functional zip] (3,4) is only valid inside the classically allowed region, since the densities ZEvv and PETE from which it was derived, are not defined at and beyond the classical turning point.
Practically, one makes however the assumption that it may be extrapolated to the whole space, when sufficiently realistic smooth densities p(r) are inserted.
This assumption needs, of course, to be tested with realistic densities.
5)
No assumption at all was made in deriving (3) (4) (5) concerning the shape of the potential or of the corresponding density. Thus, the functional a priori holds equally well for deformed as for spherical potentials. This, as well as point 2 above, is just a consequence of the uniqueness of the exact functional ~[p], as proven by Hohenberg and Kohn [6] .
6)
A microscopical way to obtain semiclassical dendities "~ and f5 is using the Strutinsky averaging method which was shown to be equivalent to a semiclassical expansion [4, 8, 111 . It is shown in [21] that the Strutinsky averaging of a system of nonin-teracting quasiparticles can be formulated selfconsistently as a variational problem. For this variational semiclassical system, the Hohenberg-Kohn theorem can be shown to hold using similar arguments as in the extension to a Fermigas at finite temperature [22] . Therefore, the use of density functionals such as ~ [p] in connection with semiclassical densities/5 is justified.
7)
For nonlocal potentials, such as e.g., spin-orbit or effective mass terms, additional corrections to (3)-(5) must be included. They were derived in [8, 13] and will not be discussed further here.
8) The functional r[p] (3, 4) is only valid for the relation between the static densities p and r. In a time dependent treatment, additional terms arise in general which may be expressed in terms of a velocity field [2] and which must be explicitly taken into account in dynamical semiclassical calculations [2, 3] . They play no role, however, in the calculation of static average deformation energies [14] . The latter may be obtained using a constraint on some multipole moment; this does not affect the validity of the functional, as long as the constraint is a function of coordinates only and thus can be added to the local potential (see also [23] ).
Concerning point 8) above, there has been some confusion in the literature as to the exact conditions under which the semiclassical functional r[p] may be applied to deformed nuclei. A clarification of this, based on the scaling argument of [3, 10] , has now been put forward by Jennings [23] . Consider a deformed system for which the wavefunctions scale as G(x, y, z; 2)= O~(2x, 2y, z/.~2).
(6)
Then the exact kinetic energy has the following dependence on the deformation parameter 2 (see also [ 17] ):
where T o = T()~= 1). It was correctly stated in [3, 10] that the semiclassical functional TTF[p ] + r 2 [P] (even with readjusted coefficients) is not able to reproduce the kinetic energy T(2) (7). The reason for this breakdown is however, as discussed by Jennings [231, not the deformation in r-space, but that of the Fermi sphere in momentum space. Such a deformation in momentum space is typical e.g., for dynamical applications [21 in which the static functional is not supposed to apply (see point 8 above). For the axially deformed harmonic oscillator potential considered in Sect. III below, the deformation behavior T(2) (7) is exact also for the static quantum-mechanical kinetic energy in the case of a filled spherical shell. However as stated above -it cannot be the purpose of a semiclassical functional to reproduce the exact quantum-mechanical kinetic energy. The point is that, even for a situation where (6, 7) are true, the semiclassical density ~ will not deform as (6), and therefore the semiclassical kinetic energy T(2) will be different from (7) . After all, it is well known that the deformation behaviour of a semiclassical, i.e., liquid-drop like system is locally completely different from that of a quantum mechanical system which includes shell effects. Thus, the above scaling argument cannot be used against the application of the semiclassical functional to statically deformed semiclassical systems, The functional T Ep] (3,4) including only TTv and z2 [P] has been used by various authors in variational calculations [1] [2] [3] . As pointed out by Berg and Wilets [15] and discussed later again [9] , the inclusion of the WeizsS_cker term is necessary in order to obtain solutions of the corresponding Euler-Lagrange equation for the density p(r), which have an exponential fall-off for r~oc. With use of the TF-relation TTv[P] only, the density has to be cut at a finite distance [15] . But even with inclusion of the Weizs~icker term, the fall-off of the variational density p(r) is too fast; an increased Weizs~icker term by a factor ~4-9 leads to more realistic tails of p(r). Therefore, several authors proposed to use phenomenological functionals in which the TF and Weizs~icker terms are multiplied by adjustable parameters [10, 15, 16] ; the latter e.g., being determined by fits of the kinetic energies obtained through the functional r[p] to Hartree-Fock results [10, 16] . We want to make here strong point that such a phenomenological adjustment of parameters is not necessary if the full functional r[p] given by (3), (4) is used; in fact, as we will show, this allows to reproduce the average kinetic energies much more accurately than with the phenomenological functionals of [10, 16] . Furthermore, the latter completely break down for deformed nuclear shapes, whereas this is not the case for (5).
The importance for the 4th order terms in r[p] (3) (4) (5) has already been pointed out in [8] for a realistic Woods-Saxon potential at various deformations. It was shown there, that the total average kinetic energy (for neutrons and protons) of a heavy nucleus is reproduced within <2-4 MeV, i.e., within less than 1Xo, whereas leaving out the r4 For this potential, the Strutinsky-averaged part of the sum of N occupied levels is known analytically [18] and is also identical with the ETF value of the energy (see [8, 11] ):
, (9) where the deformation dependence is governed by the function r(q)= 89
(The term of order (3N) -4/3 neglected in (9) contributes less than 0.005 h~o 0 to the total energy even at a frequency ratio q =4.) To test the semiclassical functional z[p] (4), we have first constructed the Strutinsky-averaged densities
i
The average occupation numbers ~ were calculated in the usual way (see e.g., [18, 19] ) using a smoothing width y=(0.9 -1.2) ho~ 0 .
Hereby the plateau condition [18] was carefully fulfilled:
also its deformation behaviour is correct, in that the remaining error of ~2-3 MeV is almost constant with deformation.
In the present work, we want to continue and complete the investigations started in [8] , using the Strutinsky-smoothed densities ~(r) and/5(r) of a deformed harmonic oscillator potential as the reference average densities for which the functional z[p] can be tested.
In particular, we want to emphasize here the extension to very large deformations.
IlL Test with Harmonic Oscillator Potential
For our numerical investigations we shall consider the axially deformed harmonic oscillator potential with frequency ratio q = ml/~oz:
This is important here, because if (14) is not exactly fulfilled, not the entire information about the Strutinsky averaging leading to /~STRUT (9) is contained in the occupation numbers hi and then the densities 15(r) and ~(r) (11, 12) do not give the correct average quantities upon integration. By construction, the integration of ~(r) (12) now leads to the average part of the kinetic energy of N particles, which due to the virial theorem is equal to one half of the total energy (9):
On the other hand, the averaged densities iS(r) (11) may be used to test the semiclassical functional ~ [p] (4). The main quantity of interest is, of course, the kinetic energy obtained through this functional and given in (5). We have thus calculated this energy T [15] , using the Strutinsky-averaged densities /5(r), and compared it to T (15) for various nucleon num- Table 2 . The same as in Table 1 Tables 1 and 2 .
In Table 1 we show the case of N= 112 particles for frequency ratios ranging from q=0.4 to q=3.1. In Table 2 Concerning the numerical accuracy of these results, we have to remark that the plateau condition (14) does not hold as well for the energy T[fS] as for the directly calculated energy ~r (15) . Usually, both quantities have a stationary point for the same averaging width 70. Some minor differences were found, however, leading to an uncertainty in T[~] of less than ~0.5MeV in magnitude for all cases considered. Since the differences A T obtained lie within this limit, but otherwise seem rather random and without any systematic trend as function of N and q, we can thus entirely attribute them to these plateau uncertainties. Consequently we may conclude that, as far as the integrated average kinetic energies T are concerned, the semiclassical functional ~[p] (4, 5) is practically exact, even for extremely large deformations or very small nucleon numbers. This confirms the results obtained earlier for a deformed Woods-Saxon potential and shown in Fig. 1 above. The remaining difference A T found there may also be attributed (at least partially) to plateau uncertainties in the Strutinsky averaging, known to be of the order of ~ 1-2 MeV in deformed Woods-Saxon potentials [18] . It might be interesting to see different contributions to T[tS] according to (3), obtained for the deformed harmonic oscillator. This is shown in Fig. 2 
Thomas-Fermi (ETF) kinetic energies T[p] to the exact one (T)
when using the exact quantum-mechanical densities. Same case as in Fig. 2 the sum of all terms reproduces the average kinetic energy T so well. (Note that, as mentioned above, no further terms beyond T4[P] exist in the asymptotic expansion (3) if p decays exponentially !) In Fig. 2 we have also shown the exact kinetic energy T. The cusps occur wherever two levels cross at the Fermi energy. This curve demonstrates clearly our point made above that the local deformation behaviour of the exact energy T(q) is completely different from that of the average energy T. In fact, since N=112 is a spherical magic number for the harmonic oscillator potential, the "branch" of the curve T(q) in the range 0.833<q<1.2 is given exactly by (7) with )=ql/6. This leads, however, to a much larger curvature around the ground state q = 1.0 than for the average energy T(q). For the latter, it is also worth noting that the contribution from %[/5] is necessary not only to get the absolute average energy T, but also for obtaining its correct deformation dependence. Indeed, at e.g., q=3 about one half of the deformation energy, T(q = 3)-T(q = 1)~ 10 MeV, comes from the fourth order term %[/5]. The TF term alone would even lead to a negative kinetic deformation energy.
That the exact kinetic energy T(q) cannot be reproduced by the functional z[p] (4, 5) using the exact density p(r), is demonstrated in Fig. 3 of this procedure is that the functionals determined in [10, 16] cannot be used for deformed nuclei, neither in a quantum-mechanical nor a semiclassical description. So far, we have only discussed the integrated kinetic energies. It might be interesting also to compare directly the distribution ~(r) to the one obtained with the functional (4). There is, however, one difficulty connected with such a comparison: There are oscillations present in the spatial distribution "~(r) which do not contribute to the kinetic energy after integration, and thus are quite spurious. A quantity that turns out to be completely smooth in r-space, even when calculated quantum-mechanically, is the following (cf. also [20] ): r* (r) = z (r) -88 A p (r). (16) In Fig. 4 we show the density distribution z*(r), (16), multiplied by the volume element 4.~r 2, for the spherical case with N=l12. It cannot be distinguished in this plot from the corresponding Strutinsky-averaged distribution "~*(r). (I.e. the small differences leading to the shell correction T-T= -7.5 MeV at q= 1.0 after integration, lie within the thickness of the solid line.) The dashed curve in Fig. 4 shows the distribution r*[/5(r)], obtained from (4) with the averaged densities iS(r) and subtracting 88 as in (16) . We see that the two curves are very close over the whole region which contributes to the total integral. The crosses show the TF approximation, rTv[tS], which is clearly too low in the tail region. The main difference between the latter and the full result z*[/5] is brought about by the second terms, i.e. the Weizs~icker and the Laplacian corrections in z2 [fS] . In fact, the contribution of r4 [/5 ] is less than ~ 3 %0 for r__< 8 fm. Strictly speaking, we did not include the form of ~4[/5] appearing in (4), but the integrand of the corresponding term in (5), which is easier to compute and gives identical contributions to the energy T[tS]. This choice is, of course, somewhat arbitrary, but it seems justified to us by the smallness of that term. In the far tail of the distribution z[tS], i.e., at r>10fm, the term r4[t5 ] (or, respectively, the corresponding integrand of (5)) is the dominating one, due to its asymptotic form proportional to /)l/3(r).
This leads to an asymptotic fall-off which is too slow compared to that of ?(r). However, as we have seen in the above results (Tables 1, 2 and Fig. 2 ), this does not affect the integrated kinetic energies at all. We have thus seen that the semiclassical functional [,5] does not only lead to the exact average kinetic energies, but also to a very good local kinetic energy density distribution "~*(r). To test other aspects of this same functional, we have also calculated the following moment of these distributions (r2) =S d3rr2z(r).
once using the Strutinsky averaged ~(r) and once using the functional z [tS] (4). The results are shown in the last two columns of Tables 1 and 2 . The moment (r2}~ tests the quality of the functional especially in the surface region. It might be expected that the too slow asymptotic fall-off of ~4[/5] leads to values that are too large. Still, the differences are seen to be less than 1 ~ for N > 60, which is rather satisfactory. Another integral, which has more physical meaning, is the following one:
It occurs as part of the potential energy in calculations with Skyrme interactions with an effective mass m*(r)+m o [5] . A typical value for the coefficient C in (18) for the interaction Skyrme Ill, e.g., is C=t@ (3tl+5t2)=44.38MeVfm s. We have computed this quantity, again using both ~(r) (12) and the functional r I/5] (4). The results ~ and V~[/5], respectively, and their differences A V~ are listed in Tables 1 and 2 . In all cases, the differences A V~ are smaller than ~0.6 MeV. This test of the quantity 17~ (18) is not exactly consistent. As already stated in the beginning (point 7 in Sect. II), a Hamiltonian with variable effective mass m*(r) leads to further correction terms in the functional zip] depending explicitly on the gradients of m*(r). These corrections were derived up to second order in [8] and to 4th order in [13] . This may give hope that also in consistent calculations with effective masses m*(r)4=const, the rather numerous terms in the complete 4th order functional r4 [P] given in [13] may be neglected in practical applications. The same conclusion has, in fact, been drawn by the authors of [13] from their calculations of surface energy coefficients using the nonlocal functional.
IV. Variational Euler-Lagrange Equation
We now want to discuss briefly the contributions of the semiclassical functional z , this method is quite familiar in nuclear physics since over forty years [12, 15, 9] . It was recently applied to Skyrme forces by the Orsay group (Bohigas et al. [1] and [3, 16] ), but the term ~4[P] was left out by these authors. Let us assume for simplicity that the total nuclear potential energy is given as a functional of the density p(r) only (as for a Skyrme force with constant nucleon mass), and treat one kind of nucleons only:
Including a Lagrange multiplier 2 for the particle number conservation, one minimizes then
The variation of the potential energy density gives, by definition, just the nuclear potential V [p] (as a functional of p again): 
D4[p]
is put equal to zero), then the asymptotic solution of (22) is governed by the term in square brackets in (22) , coming from the Weizs~icker correction. The asymptotic fall-off of the density with spherical symmetry is then well-known [15, 9] [12] would lead to a realistic exponential fall-off, see also [1, 9, 15] .) It is therefore interesting to see that the fourth order terms of the functional r4[P], which so far have not been taken into account in any variational calculation, lead to a much slower fall-off of the density p(r). In fact, the r -6 power may even be too slow for a realistic density, depending on how far out in the tail it will be assumed. But at least, the inclusion of the fourth order corrections seems to correct the behaviour of the variational density in the right direction. These conclusions will not be changed in realistic situations (p, :4=pp; effective mass, spin-orbit and Coulomb terms included).
V. Summary and Conclusions
We have shown with model calculations using deformed harmonic oscillator densities, that the semiclassical functional ~[p] as obtained from the ETFmodel is able to reproduce very accurately the average kinetic energy of N nucleons, when averaged densities tS(r) are used. The spread of the semiclassical values around the exact ones is of the order of magnitude of the plateau uncertainties which are inherent to the Strutinsky smoothing; the absolute errors are less than 1 MeV. Furthermore this excellent agreement is independent of the number of nucleons and independent of the deformation of the nuclear shape. We hope that we have finally put an end to the controversy about the validity of the functional r[p] for deformed shapes. This functional is entirely valid in so far as it is used correctly: The input density should be free of shell effects and the resulting energy is, a fortiori, free of quantal effects.
The functional ~ [p] has been shown to be very useful for obtaining a reasonable spatial distribution of the kinetic energy density z(r) as well as the second moment Sr2r(r)d3r which emphasizes the tail behaviour. One known major failure of the functional [p] when limited to the h 2 term is that the nuclear density distribution minimizing the energy, thus solution of the variational Euler-Lagrange equation, has a too steep fall-off in the surface. We have shown that asymptotically, the inclusion of the fourth order term in the kinetic energy functional leads to a much slower fall-off of the density. It is worth noting that in the restricted variational calculations of [14] , we have already observed this behaviour. There, the density distribution was fixed to be of the Fermi-type and its parameters were determined by minimizing the total energy. The diffuseness parameter was 0.41 fm when the expansion was up to the h 2 term only and became 0.51 fm (very close to experimental values) when the h 4 terms were included. Similar results were also obtained for semi-infinite nuclear matter calculations by Grammaticos and Voros [13] using the functional (3, 4) , restricting the shape of the density (i.e., the surface profile) to a Fermi function. These positive results for variations within a restricted space of densities will now have to be checked using the fully variational density which satisfies (22) . Numerical calculations in this direction for the spherical case are presently in progress. The case of velocity-dependent potentials has not been explicitly studied here. However, numerical calculations now under progress indicate that the inclusion of an effective mass and a spin-orbit potential does not make any problem. In order to conclude, we would like to emphasize that the functional including the 4th order terms is very well suited for calculating both smoothed total energies and spatial distributions of r. It is worth noting that the inclusion of the r4 term does not bring any severe complication for the energy calculation; this just requires to know the quantities Ap and (Vp) 2. This functional has the main advantage of having no adjustable parameter and is valid for deformed shapes. There is thus no need for introducing phenomenological parameters [10, 16] which restrict the validity to spherical deformations. The simplicity of the functional ~[p] makes it a powerful tool for calculating average deformation energies (as involved in fission) starting from effective forces of the Skyrme type [14] . Thus, it permits to study by numerically simple and fast methods the applicability of such forces to deformed nuclei, where constrained Hartree-Fock calculations are very time consuming.
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